OPERA

COLLECTION

The Opera collection is plain
in design but well finished &
will present your jewellery
well. Choose the materials
carefully and you will end up
with a beautiful presentation
case that will add beauty to
the piece inside. A package
truly complimenting the clean
and fast moving city the
collection is named after.

www.presentation-packaging.com

STYLE & ELEGANCE

OPERA
COLLECTION

Beautiful jewellery deserves
beautiful packaging, HIPC
can help you with the
packaging.
www.presentation-packaging.com

* P28 LARGE NECKLACE CASE
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OPERA
COLLECTION

STYLE & ELEGANCE

* P04 SINGLE RING CASE
* P01 SINGLE RING CASE

* P54 DOUBLE RING CASE

* P09 UNIVERSAL CASE

* P07 SQUARE CLIP EARRING INSERT

* P11 DRESS SET INSERT

* P10 WEDGE EARRING INSERT
* P06+P07+P10+P11 INSERT
ALL FIT INTO P09 CASE

* P15 BRACELET CASE

* P08/P93 CASE ONLY

* P08 SMALL FLAP EARRING INSERT
* P93 CHAIN LINK INSERT

* P51/P90 CASE ONLY

* P51 LARGE PENDANT INSERT
* P90 LARGE FLAP EARRING INSERT

Options on outer box packer
designs are detailed on the outer
box style information sheet.

* P91 PENDANT EARRING CASE

* P13+P92 INSERT
ALL FIT INTO P91 CASE

* P13 PENDANT INSERT

* P92 WEDGE EARRING INSERT

* P50 SMALL FLAP EARRING CASE

Tooling can be applied on the top, sides &
rims of the case as required please refer to the
enclosed tooling reference sheet for design
options. Tooling can be applied in gold or
silver, other colours are available please refer
to the colour swatch board information sheet.
* P20 NECKLACE CASE

Your own trade mark or logo can be
hot foil printed on both the inside &
outside lid of presentation case.
Embossing is available on exterior on
certain covering materials, please refer
to the information sheet.

* P19 BANGLE CASE
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